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*► Slice of life 
The victim of Lorena Bobbitt's temper 
tantrum is now the star of a porn movie 
\^  Please see "Only in America," page 2 M&q 
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> Theology 
Leading interpreter of Southern 
religious culture will speak at GSU 
Please see, story, page 3 
| Soccer split 
Lady Eagles whip College of 
Charleston, lose to UNC-Charlotte 
Please see story, page 7 
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UGA president plans to 
lower enrollment 
The Associated Press 
ATHENS, Ga.—Despite the school's 
growing popularity, University of Geor- 
gia officials say its enrollment cannot 
continue to increase without more fi- 
nancial support from the state. 
"Without additional resources we 
can't allow the creeping upward of en- 
rollment," said university president 
Charles Knapp. 
This fall, enrollment increased by 
800 students to 29,400. Officials say the 
total represents the largest one-year 
increase since 1990. That year, enroll- 
ment jumped from 27,448 to 28,395. 
By enacting tougher admission stan- 
dards, Knapp said, he will try nudge 
enrollment down within a few years. 
Neither candidate has 
a health care plan 
The Associated Press 
ATLANTA — While a majority of 
Georgia voters said they worried about 
affordinghealth insurance, neither can- 
didate for governor has a plan to re- 
form the state's health care system. 
According to a poll by The Atlanta 
Journal-Constitution and WSB-TV, 
more than three-fifths of voters — and 
82 percent of black voters — said they 
were very concerned they would not be 
able to afford health insurance. The 
poll was conducted before the demise of 
health reform legislation in Congress. 
But unlike their constituents, 
Georgia's choices for governor aren't 
very worried about health care reform. 
Republican candidate Guy Millner 
said he thinks health care reform is a 
low priority for the state's voters. 
And Gov. Zell Miller, who once de- 
clared health care reform a state prior- 
ity and formed the Commission on 
Health Care, decided the state should 
wait and see what Congress did with 
health care reform before enacting 
changes on the state level. 
WEATHER 
TODAY 
Partly cloudy with a 
30 percent chance of 
rain. High is in the 
mid-70s and low is 
in the lower 60s 
MID-WEEK 
FORECAST 
Wednesday, it will be 
partly cloudy with a high in the mid- 
705 and a low in the upper 50s. 
Thursday, it will continue to be partly 
cloudy with a high in the mid-80s 
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Electronic message boards 
to pop up around GSU campus 
By Kim Wagner 
Senior Staff Writer 
In conjunction with the new mes- 
sage system at GSU, which includes 
the scoreboard at Paulson Stadium, 
five message centers will be strategi- 
cally placed on campus property to 
better inform students about upcom- 
ing events. 
The double-sided message centers, 
which will be located by Lakeside Cafe, 
Hanner and Paulson, measure 14 feet 
in height. The other two message cen- 
ters situated on Highway 67 and 301 
are 19 feet tall. 
The messages on the board will be 
"anything with total campus inter- 
est," said Athletic Director David 
"Bucky" Wagner, who has been work- 
ing on this project for the past six 
years. 
"We want to start out as simple as 
we can," he said. "Later on we may be 
able to expand and allow other groups 
to put messages on the boards." 
There will be about 24-26 mes- 
sages per [30 minute] cycle including 
time and temperature along with 
about three advertisements on each 
cycle. The simultaneous messages on 
the boards will be programmed 
through a modem. 
"These boards are the Cadillac of 
the industry," Wagner said. 
Since the boards are high resolu- 
tion, animation and logos can be pro- 
grammed on the boards. 
"The success of the boards will 
depend on the creativity of the pro- 
grammer," Wagner said. 
Construction on the message cen- 
ters is scheduled to begin in about a 
month. The estimated time of comple- 
tion for the message centers is late 
November. 
"I wanted them to be ready in 
fall quarter, but we had to wait for 
final permission from the Regents and 
there's some more paperwork to be 
completed," Wagner said. 
The advertisements, which 
brought in about $1,060,000, were sold 
on a first come, first-serve basis to 
area merchants. 
In addition to Coca-Cola and First 
Bulloch Bank, which have a 10-year 
advertising contract, there are six 
other advertisers which have a three- 
year advertising contract. 
Each of these advertisers will have 
limited use of the message centers. 
When the present contracts are over, 
"we'll probably make a public notice so 
anyone who is interested in advertis- 
ing can contact us," he said. 
The advertising space for the mes- 
sage system was sold exclusively. This 
means that if one bank purchased 
advertising space on the board, then 
additional space should not be sold to 
another bank. 
"So when we put Papa John's on 
the board we wouldn't put another 
pizza advertisement on the board," 
Wagner explained. "This would dilute 
the value of the advertisement." 
"I've been here [at GSU] for 14 
years and it's been frustrating when 
there's an important message to get 
out, so these [message centers] will 
help," Wagner said. 
GSU graduate wins gold medal for running 
By Chris Sherwood 
News Editor 
It's not too often that someone at- 
tains the title of number two in the 
world. For one 1994 GSU graduate, 
that title may just be a sign of things 
to come, or just a reflection of the 
hard work and dedication which has 
been a part of his life since he first 
took up running in high school. 
Tim Willis, a blind runner who was 
a four-year member of the GSU cross 
country team, won the 10,000 meter 
run (6.2 miles) at the World Track 
and Field Championships for the Dis- 
abled in Berlin, Germany on July 26. 
He also captured second in the 
5,000 meter run (3.1 miles) and third 
in the 1,500. 
Willis competed in the World 
Championship meet in 1990 in Hol- 
land and. the Paralympic Games in 
Barcelona in 1992, but his efforts fell 
just short of medal performances. 
The Paralympics are the Olympic 
games for the disabled and visually 
impaired which are usually held 
shortly after the Olympic Games. 
"I feel relieved because I finally did 
it and won the medals," Willis said. 
"There was some pressure, but that 
was just a matter of doing what I 
needed to do to prepare, especially in 
the eight to 12 weeks leading up to the 
games." 
Special photo 
Tim Willis, right, receives his gold medal at the World Track and Field 
Championships in Berlin, Germany. 
Jim Vargo, a mathematics instruc- 
tor at GSU and the assistant track 
coach for the United States team at 
the World Championships served as 
Willis' guide runner in each of his 
three races. 
"The goal that Tim had set for him- 
self was to return home with one 
medal from the championships," 
Vargo said. 
'Tim's performance was spectacu- 




By Chris Sherwood 
News Editor 
For many residents of Statesboro, 
the debate over the zoning issue has 
now quietly faded into the background. 
It was not too long ago that local 
landlord James Hood hung several 
people in effigy. 
Hood was opposed to the zoning 
ordinance which stated that "no more 
than three non-related people could 
live in the designated residential 
neighborhoods. 
"I am currently in discussions with 
my attorneys to see if I will appeal the 
decision or not," Hood said. 
According to him, the city amended 
the sign ordinance, which he had vio- 
lated, to now allow protest signs that 
are two by two in residential areas. 
Hood said he has not pursued that 
issue. 
'The ACLU took the protest sign 
ordinance up, not as representatives 
of me, but they explained that the city 
would have to allow those," Hood said." 
The lawyer for the Edgewood Acres 
residence association is Jack 
Williamson. 
"He (Williamson) is very outspoken 
for twisting the facts," Hood said. 
Hood said the issue was not just 
renting to more than three non-re- 
lated people. 
"If the city can get away with this, 
then they may try to get away with 
more things involving the students 
and residents," Hood said. "A lot of the 
people who were against more than 
three non-related people living to- 
gether have made their livelihood off 
of GSU students, and they seem to 
forget that." 
GSU Museum Director Del Presley 
is the co-chairman,along with his wife 
Beverly, for the Edgewood Acres- 
Pittman Park Residence Association. 
"As far as I know, the ordinance 
(banning more than three non-related 
people from living in a house) is now in 
effect," Presley said. "It's unfortunate 
that all of this happened, but this is a 
case where the law was upheld." 
The people who were thrown into 
the middle of the controversy were the 
students. 
Both sides claimed that many stu- 
dents agreed for their cause. 
According to Hood, he had many 
students contact him and tell of their 
support for his efforts. Presley also 
acknowledged that students had been 
on the side of the residence associa- 
tion. 
'Take a little off the top 
James! 
There's no such thing as a surprise at the Union Rotunda, but 
it was definitely a unique sight recently to finda barber showing 
off his skills in the middle of campus during the Business Expo. 
1 t 
Over 200 fight diabetes in Walktoberfest '94 
By Stacy Jordan 
Staff Writer 
Approximately 200 walkers 
and runners participated Sat- 
urday in the American Dia- 
betic Association's third an- 
nual Walktoberfest that began 
at the Southern Center for Con- 
tinuing Education. 
The event is designed to 
raise funds for medical re- 
search aimed at finding a cure 
for diabetes as well as helping 
those stricken with the illness. 
The goal for the walk was 
$10,000. 
In addition, approximately 
100 others served as volun- 
teers, said Statesboro Walk 
volunteer coordinator Kelly 
Kahley. 
Walk organizers and volun- 
teers started arriving at 6 a.m. 
Most of the early volunteers 
where members of student or- 
ganizations like Alpha Phi 
Omega; Delta Sigma Pi and 
Gamma Beta Phi. 
Other students who partici- 
pated included the GSU Cheer- 
leaders, Eagle mascot,Lady 
Eagle Basketball Team with 
Coach Drema Greer, and Eagle 
Battalion ROTC. 
The walk had several teams 
including Farmers and Mer- 
chants and Sea Island Banks; 
Mattie Lively, Stilson, and 
Brooklet Elementary Schools; 
Franklin, Taulbee, Rushing, 
and Bunce, Attorney at Law 
and members of the Statesboro 
Police Department. 
There were also teams from 
Sigma Gamma Rho, Alpha Phi 
Omega and the BSN Nursing 
program. 
The route was approxi- 
mately five miles and it started 
and ended at the Southern Cen- 
ter for Continuing Education. 
Along the way, walkers were 
asked trival questions about 
great moments in GSU foot- 
ball history and prizes where 
given for correct answers. 
Other prizes were awarded 
to the first finisher, youngest 
child, biggest team, highest 
individual total raised and the 
highest amount raised by a 
team. 
In addition, on the last resit 
stop, each walker received a 
football. At the completion of 
the fundraiser each partici- 
pant also received a certifi- 
cate for their efforts. 
Many participants had 
their faces painted by mem- 
bers of Phi Mu Sorority. There 
was a barbecue lunch follow- 
ing the five mile walk. 
Sponsors for the event in- 
cluded Ogeechee Home 
Health, College Phamarcy, 
WMCD FM 100, Sport Pro- 
motion Network, Cellular 
One, Hardee's and Express 
Tube and Lube. 
Mark Bailey was the first 
finisher. The Biggest Team 
award went to Sea Island 
Bank. 
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ONLY IN AMERICA... 
GSU Division of Public Safety 
September 30,1994 
•Kalee Brooks Embler, 21, 
Stadium Walk Apartments, was 
charged with driving with a sus- 
pended license, no proof of insur- 
ance and an expired tag. 
September 29,1994 
•Wendy Jane Mclntosh, 18, 
Hendricks Hall, was charged 
with DUI (.10) and a stop sign 
violation. 
September 28,1994 
•A resident of Johnson Hall 
reported she had received ha- 
rassing phone calls. 
• Yuiaka Meguro reported two 
VCR's, two vacuum cleaners, two 
typewriters and a Sega Genesis 
system missing from Sanford 
Hall. 
•Linda Polk reported a 
Panasonic Camcorder missing 
from the Tools for Life building. 
•Shawn Jones reported a 
Huffy bike missing from Olliff 
Hall. 
September 27,1994 
•A resident of Dorman Hall 
reported he had received terror- 
ist threats. 
•Watson Chance reported an 
air compressor missing form the 
Gymnastics Center. 
•Joshua Walls reported a 
Huffy bike missing from Olliff 
Hall. 
•Jason Hordage reported a 
Shimano bike missing from Ox- 
ford Hall. 
September 26,1994 
•A resident of In The Pines 
reported a case of criminal tres- 
pass. 
•Rodger Adams reported a 
Murray bike missing from Deal 
Hall. 
•William Brown reported a 
case of simple battery at In The 
Pines. 
September 24,1994 
•William Vincent Barrow, 26, 
Stadium Walk Apartments, was 
charged with DUI (.11), driving 
with suspended license and a 
stop sign violation. 
September 23,1994 
•Chad Hook reported a tro- 
phy was misssingfrom the Sigma 
Chi House. 
•David Bare reported some 
keys were missing from Oxford 
Hall. 
• Wanda M. McDilda reported 
someone entered her 1990Toyota 
in the Landrum Commuter park- 
ing lot and took her purse. 
Statesboro Police Department 
October 1,1994 
•A resident of Towne Club 
Apartments reported someone 
unknown to him got into a fight 
with him. 
•A resident of Stadium Place 
Apartments reported someone 
had damaged his car and scooter. 
•A resident of Towne Club 
Apartments was charged with 
disorderly conduct. 
September 30,1994 
• Peter Randall reported some- 
one had entered his vehicle at 
Legend's Bar. 
•Melinda Mosley, Johnson's 
Trailer Park, reported someone 
had entered her auto at Legend's 
Bar. 
September 29,1994 
•Elisabeth White, Johnson 
Hall, reported theft by taking in 
Players Club. 
•Wendy Waters reported her 
bike stolen. 
•Reginald Gardner, Univer- 
sity Pointe Apartments, reported 
someone had attempted to steal 
his car and also did damage to 
his vehicle. 
September 28,1994 
•Julie Jones, Bermuda Run 
Apartments, reported someone 
had taken her CD player valued 
at $350 was taken from the of- 
fice. 
September 27,1994 
• Melissa Flesher, Eagles Run 
Apartments, reported damage to 
her car valued at $250. 
September 25,1994 
•Kathryn Mcdonald, Players 
Club Apartments, reported dam- 
age to her car valued at $150. 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Things to do at GSU in October 
Today- October 4,1994 
•The movie "Like Water for 
Chocolate" will be shown in the 
University Union at 7 p.m. Only 
$1 with student I.D. 
•Elvia Alvardo, author of 
Don't be Afraid Gringo, will con- 
duct a lecture in the Southern 
Center Auditorium at 4 p.m. She 
will discuss her life and work as 
an activist for social justice in 
Honduras. 
Thursday, October 6 
•The Jackie Boatright Show 
will be at the Union Ballroom. 
You've seen the Arsenio Hall 
show... now it's time to check out 
Fox 28's own Jackie Boatright. 
Guests include two former Miss 
GSU's and the singing talents of 
Yama Brown. Catch all the ac- 
tion beginning at 7 p.m. 
Friday, October 7 
•An GSU faculty art exhibit 
'^will be held at Room 303 in the 
Foy Building. The room is lo- 
cated on the third floor of the 
building. The reception will be 
held from 7-9 p.m. It will be open 
through October 28 from 9 a.m.- 
5 p.m. Admission is free. For 
more information please call the 
GSU Art Dept., 681-5358. 
•An African/African-Ameri- 
can film series Samba Traore 
will be shown in the Union at 6 
p.m. For more information con- 
tact A.Young, 681-0254. 
Monday, October 10 
•NFL Football party night at 
the Union Commons. Minnesota 
takes on New York on the big 
screen television. You can par- 
ticipate in a table top football 
trivia game. Winners have a shot 
at winning Super Bowl XXIX 
tickets. The action starts at 7:30 
p.m. 
Tuesday, October 11 
•The movie "Day of Heaven" 
will be shown in the University 
Union at 7 p.m. Only $1 with 
student I.D. 
• It's Disco Dance Party time. 
Bring out that polyester and do 
the hustle with platform shoes 
in the Union Ballroom. Video 
show-robotic liehts-live camera! 
You can start "Cutting the Rug" 
at 8 p.m and disco the night away 
until 11:59 p.m. 
Wednesday, October 12 
• It's time to vote for the King 
and Queen of Homecoming. 
Make your selections at the 
Union Commons between 10 
a.m.-6 p.m. 
• John F. Marszalek will speak 
on, "General William Tecumseh 
Sherman" in the Union Room 
270 from 7-8:30 p.m. For more 
information call 681-0242. 
Thursday, October 13 
• 'Win, lose, or draw" will be 
held at the Union Commons at 
noon. 
•A faculty showcase recital 
will be held in the Foy Recital 
Hall at 8 p.m. 
Monday, October 17 
HOMECOMING WEEK BEGINS 
•Mini-Carnival and Banner 
Contest. Check out the dunking 
booth, temporary tattoos and 
water wars to kick off that Mardi 
Gras spirit. 
Come out to Sweetheart Circle 
between 12 and 5 p.m. to catch 
all the action. 
O   Kentucky 
Hospital mix-up 
causes wrong body 
to appear at funeral 
The Associated Press 
DAYTON, Ky. —When Day- 
ton resident Marian Flaherty 
died at a northern Kentucky 
hospital, her family held a fu- 
neral and buried her — they 
thought. Only it wasn't Mrs. 
Flaherty in the coffin. 
Relatives had sensed some- 
thing might be wrong after 
viewing the open casket. 
Mrs. Flaherty's children told 
the funeral directors at 
Dobbling Funeral Home in 
Bellevue that the woman in the 
open casket wasn't their 
mother, said A. Berry Howe, 
the Flaherty family attorney. 
"They kept thinking, It 
doesn't look like Mom,'" Howe 
said. "They thought it wasn't 
her and told the funeral home. 
The funeral home said she de- 
composed rapidly, and they did 
the best they could do." 
Apparently, Mrs. Flaherty" 
name tags and those of another 
woman who died at the same 
time were misread at the hospi- 
tal, said Laura Cook, a St. Luke 
Hospital-East spokeswoman. 
O   California 
Bobbitt keeps hangin1 
in there in new porno 
By Jeff Wilson 
The Associated Press 
BEVERLY HILLS, Calif. — 
John Wayne Bobbitt's porno- 
graphic film may never win an 
Oscar, but the people who stage 
the Academy Awards are allow- 
ing it to premiere at their the- 
ater. 
"John Wayne Bobbitt ... Un- 
cut" was shown Thursday night 
to invited guests at the 65-seat 
Academy Little Theatre in a char- 
ity screening. 
"It's in no way involved with 
the academy," insisted Leslie 
Unger, spokeswoman for the 
Academy of Motion Picture Arts 
& Sciences. 
Any organization can rent the 
Little Theatre and the academy's 
1,000-seat Samuel Goldwyn The- 
atre, where the annual Oscar 
nominations are announced. 
"We don't ask questions," 
Unger said Tuesday. 
Bobbitt, 27, made national 
headlines last year when his wife, 
Lorena Bobbitt, cut off his penis, 
claiming he had sexually as- 







pound man losing 
weight, will wed 
The Associated Press 
TIFTON, Ga. — Sylvanus 
"Hambone" Smith III, whose ef- 
forts to slim down from 1,000 
pounds drew national attention, 
is losing weight and has set a 
wedding date. 
Smith lost more than 100 
pounds during a six-month hos- 
pital stay in Decatur, Ga., ear- 
lier this year. Now he says 
he's down to about 700 pounds, 
has learned to eat in modera- 
tion and has completely cut 
out snacks. 
"I just take one day at a 
time," said Smith, 53. "Be- 
cause today I might do well 
and tomorrow I might not." 
Smith said he and his sweet- 
heart, Tammy Humphreys, 
plan to wed on his birthday, 
Dec. 12. 
He's also trying to raise 
money for a $3,000 bed de- 
signed for large people to re- 
place the bed he has now on 
loan. 
SMBBxemsm : m 
Carter taking blame for tensions with White House 
The Associated Press 
WASHINGTON-Former 
President Carter said Saturday 
that recent tensions between 
himself and the Clinton admin- 
istration stemmed from "miscom- 
munications, most of which were 
my fault." 
Carter's comment came at the 
end of a day of awards, grants 
and a celebration of his 70th 
birthday at the State Depart- 
ment. 
The former president, who 
won new attention this year with 
missions to resolve U.S. disputes 
with Haiti and North Korea, ac- 
cepted a $50,000 Fulbright As- 
sociation award for a "substan- 
tial contribution to breaking 
through the barriers which di- 
vide mankind." 
President Clinton added his 
praise in a letter which said, 'You 
have unselfishly devoted the bet- 
ter part of your life to bringing 
conflict to an end." 
In his speech accepting the 
award, Carter talked of his ef- 
forts at conflict resolution around 
the world. But in an apparent 
Raoul Cedras, Haiti's military 
leader, that he had been 
"ashamed" by the Clinton ad- 
ministration embargo against 
Haiti. Carter said it only hurt 
poor people. 
"OUR NEXT TASK IS TO WORK A LITTLE BIT HARDER 
ON DOMESTIC UNDERSTANDING." 
— FORMER PRESIDENT JIMMY CARTER 
reference to the diplomatic static 
caused by his Haiti and North 
Korean ventures, Carter 
quipped, "Our next task is to 
work a little bit harder on do- 
mestic understanding." 
Carter led a three-man team 
to Haiti last month in an at- 
tempt to avert a U.S. invasion 
and restore the country's demo- 
cratically elected president. 
Afterward, Carter angered 
some diplomats when he said 
publicly that he told Lt. Gen. 
Secretary of State Warren 
Christopher traveled to Carter's 
home in Plains, Ga., last week- 
end to help sort out differences, 
many of them rising from 
Carter's recent criticism of al- 
leged State Department inflex- 
ibility. 
Also   Saturday,   the  U.S. 
Agency for International Devel- 
opment presented the Carter 
Center in Atlanta a $3.5 million 
grant to speed its goal of eradi- 
cating Guinea worm disease, a 
scourge in the developing world 
and one which Carter has made 
a personal project for years. 
Speaking with reporters after 
acceptingthe grant, Carter called 
his visit with Christopher "won- 
derful" and "a step toward better 
understanding." 
Without going into details, 
Carter said: 'There really only 
was miscommunications, most 
of which were my fault." 
Carter told reporters he be- 
lieves the U.S. operation in Haiti 
is going well and that the situa- 
tion   will   soon   be   stable. 
What's A - Phi- O? 
Alpha Phi Omega is a National Co-Ed Service 
Fraternity. We are different from other 
fraternities in the way that we are the ONLY 
National Fraternity Devoted to Service! 
Come to our Rush and see what A-Phi-O is 
all about! 
Oct 3 & 4 • 8 pm • Union Rm 247 
Give A Little 
And 
Get A Lot! 




SGA SENATE POSITIONS 
NOW OPEN 
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE 
IN SGA OFFICE 
207 RUSSELL UNION 
DEADLINE:   OCT 5,1994 
All freshmen are invited to attend 
a catered reception on Wednesday, 
October 5,1994 at 6 p.m. 
At the reception will be 
representatives from The George- 
Anne, PAGES, ADS, Reflector and 
Miscellany. The reception will be 
held in the Presidential Dining 
Room in the Williams Center 
(RM 206, next to dining hall). 
The reception is a way for us to 
introduce ourselves to you and you 
to introduce yourselves to us. We 
will be glad to listen to your ideas 
about how to improve our paper. 
Also, we would like to know how 
you feel about possibly producing a 
freshmen tabloid size paper. 
At 5 pm there will be a meeting 
for the staffs of The George-Anne, 
PAGES, ADS, Reflector and 
Miscellany. Freshmen are welcome 
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Award given to professor 
G-A Staff Reports 
An assistant professor of early 
childhood education at GSU 
receieved the first Jack Miller 
Outstanding Educator Award. 
Amy Heaston was given the 
award which was established by 
the college to recognize a full 
time faculty member for signifi- 
cant accomplishments in the 
combined areas of teaching, 
scholarship and service. 
She received $1,500 and a 
plaque recognizing the award. 
There will be a permanent plaque 
placed in the Carroll Building 
which will also have her name on 
it. 
In 1991 she joined the GSU 
faculty after receiving her 
bachelor's degree from Bowling 
Green University and her 
master's and Ph. D. from Boise 
State. 
The award is named for Jack 
Miller, former dean of the Col- 
lege of Education. 
Religous expert 
to speak at GSU 
G-A Staff Reports 
One of the leading contempo- 
rary interpreters of Southern 
religious culture will speak at 
GSU today and tomorrow. 
Samuel S. Hill, will present 
three lectures under the title 
"One Name but Several Faces: 
Varieties in Popular Christian 
Denominations in Southern His- 
tory," as the guest speaker for 
the university's fifth annual Jack 
N. and Addie D. Averitt Lecture 
Series. 
Hill will speak tonight at 7:30 
on varieties of Baptists in South- 
ern History. On Wednesday, he 
will speak on varieties of Chris- 
tians in Southern History at 10 
a.m. 
He will also speak on Wednes- 
day on varieties of Church, God, 
Assembly of God and other type 
denominations in Southern His- 
tory at 3 p.m. 
Special Photo 
Pictured are (left to right), 1994-95 Jack Miller Award Winner Amy 
Heaston and Anne Converse Shelley, dean of the College of Education. 
SIGN UP... 
Join College Pharmacy's StudentAssist program 
SAVE MONEY... 
Get a 15% discount on everything at College 
Pharmacy—from prescriptions to perfume, & 
candy to cosmetics. 
SEE MICKEY 8c MINNIE... 
Enroll before Oct. 28 & you're eligible to win a 
3 night trip for two to Disney World, 
including airfare & resort hotel. 
Stop by College Pharmacy to join 
StudentAssist for year-round 
savings & a chance to win a 





DATES:    October 5th & 6th (Wednesday & Thursday) 
TIMES:     9:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M. (Each Day) 
PLACE:    Williams Center, Lobby (Upstairs) 
NO LATE REGISTRATION OR STANDBY REGISTRATION 
WILL BE AVAILABLE 
Students with forty-five hours or more are eligible to register. 
Those with less than forty-five hours who have successfully 
completed their first English course and are presently enrolled in 
their second English course are also eligible. 
First time registrants or those who have taken and failed both 
parts of the test must register for sections labeled "Both." 
When registering choose a time that will not conflict with your 
schedule. You will not be allowed to change or alter your 
selected registration time, place, or section. 
• j ". 
For once, a cut in 
educational spending that 
actually helps students. 
IVVW 
Macintosh' Performa" 636 8/250 
with CD-ROM, Apple' Color Plus 14" Display, 
Keyboard and mouse. Only $1,77900. 
150 4/120. Only $1,316.00. 
PowerMacintosh- 7100/668/250 
with CD-ROM, Apple" Multiple Scan 15 Display, 
AppleDesign Keyboard and mouse. Only $2,716.00. 
With Apple's special low student pricing, you can get a terrific deal on Macintosh; 
the best-selling personal computer on college campuses today. You can choose the afford- 
able Macintosh Performa; which comes complete with lots of powerful software to help 
get you through college. You can also choose the portable Apple9 PowerBook9 or the Power 
Macintosh"- the world's fastest Mac: And because Macintosh is still the easiest personal com- 
puter, you won't have to dig through complex manuals. Plus, with low student pricing, a Mac 
is as easy to afford as it is to use. All of which makes it the ideal time to A nn|p ( 
discover the power all college students need. The power to be your best? /\|J]JIfc/ 
through it 
For further information visit Eagle's Logic 
Hampton Hall corner of Knight & Harvey Drive • 871-1145 
Special pricing & loan program also available to faculty & staff 
©,994AppUatnpuler,lncMrigbtsreserved/Wh^Appkloeo,M^ 
trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc 
For 67 years, Georgia Southern's Official Student Newspaper 
Enoch W. Autry Christopher Cole 




Death is inevitable without GSU 
In five weeks, we as citizens of Georgia will have the 
opportunity to decide who will represent our state in 
positions of high ranking power, including the Governor's 
post. But a referendum for the legalization of liquor sales 
may be absent from the ballot. 
The energy needed to push the liquor petition through 
to the Nov. 8 election date has apparently lost its' head 
of steam. Now the question is, how much do the organiz- 
ers of the Committee for a Progressive Statesboro really 
want this referendum passed? 
In the April 21 issue of The George-Anne, we declared 
our intentions to back the legalization of liquor sales 
within Statesboro. We still stand behind our announce- 
ment, but this student newspaper believes the city and 
student body has been let down by Jarell Jones, a local 
attorney and committee spokesperson, and his associ- 
ates. 
After consulting with the Georgia Secretary of State 
elections office, the law firm of Gary L. Mikell announced 
that anyone eligible to vote on the referendum could also 
sign the petitions for it. 
Our campus has roughly 14,100 students and 1,500 
faculty and staff. That is 15,600 ample bodies that could 
assist in completion of the petition signing and they have 
been obviously overlooked. We were informed in the 
spring that GSU would be allowed to aid in the push for 
legalization, but our campus seems to have been forgot- 
ten. 
Officials with the Committee for a Progressive 
Statesboro, GSU is still located in Statesboro, so remem- 
ber to give our students, faculty and staff the chance to 
assist your effort. The death of the referendum is inevi- 
table without us. 
Backtak 
Ever noticed how full the student parking lots are, and how empty the 
faculty/staff lots are? I wonder why we complain. 
To the people in the Math Department, when a third of the campus has 
to go through Drop/Add, it might help to have a few classes open. 
Security cameras in the new dorm (G-56). Hidden! What is wrong with 
this picture? 
GSU history was made Saturday night. For the first time, it did not rain 
at our night football game. It did rain Sunday though. 
To all those fraternity assholes that sat behind me at the football game, 
why the hell can't you walk behind me without kicking or hitting me in 
the back or in the my head. Your money doesn't give you the right. 
To the beautiful blonde in the 2 p.m. English class down the hall in 
Newton: You are the most incredible woman I have ever seen! 
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An abundance of stupidity surrounds this campus 
Friday was a beautiful sun 
shiny day at GSU. Friday was 
also the day I came to a realiza- 
tion. 
Approaching 11:20 a.m., a 
friend and I decided to visit the 
Lakeside Cafe for something we 
like to do on occasion called eat- 
ing. Since the sky was virtually 
cloudless, we decided to eat out- 
side on the second floor patio, 
only to find no tables vacant. 
So the two of us nonchalantly, 
turned around to go back inside 
to snag a couple seats, but there 
was one small catch, or latch to 
be precise. Both outside doors 
were locked. Why?, you ask. I do 
not know, except for my assump- 
tion that someone goofed. 
True, I could have gone all the 
way up the Lakeside chain of 
command to have the doors 
opened so everyone on campus 
could enter the building when 
they felt the need. But, at that 
time, I did not want to waste my 
time with it. 
My point is not to lambaste 
the campus eatery for forgetting 
to unlock the doors. My point is 
this — our school has a problem 
of doing stupid things. These 
could be solved if only people 
would use their heads. 
I am sure everyone has their 
own campus stories, but let me 
IN THE EDITOR'S 
OWN WORDS 
ENOCH W. AUTRY 
enlighten you of a few I know. 
Anyone who has dealt with 
financial aid or just pay for their 
classes has encountered the con- 
fusion of where to go. Is it Ander- 
son and Deal? If you are told to 
go to Anderson, figure they are 
wrong and go to Deal instead. 
Here is one for those with park- 
ing problems. A friend of mine 
allegedly received a ticket while 
parking in the Dorman parking 
lot a while back. I say allegedly 
because he never saw this ticket. 
Later, his car died and he since 
has not had a mode of transpor- 
tation. Six months after not hav- 
ing a car, he got a parking ticket 
in his Landrum box. Now that is 
screwy. 
Another friend, a graduate, 
received some mail from GSU 
over a year ago. With a puzzled 
look ,she opened what turned 
out to be a check for $3.46, a 
refund from Maximum Flexibil- 
ity Plan, now affectionately 
named EagleExpress.Two years 
is pretty darn slow to get your 
money back, but if you owed the 
school money, well you get the 
idea. 
Sweetheart Circle may have 
caused some problems for people. 
But those glorious cones really 
help. Matter of fact, I almost hit 
those cones every time I go 
around the circle. I have a sug- 
gestion for the cone situation, 
how about some of those flexible 
yellow sticks? Just call the DOT 
for further info. 
What is it with those students 
who think they will get a job 
without any work experience? 
This is self-explanatory. 
The Continuing Education 
Center opens its doors for stu- 
dents to hold classes, but they 
don't open their bathroom doors. 
If you are in the auditorium over 
there, I hope you don't need to 
visit the little boys' or little girls' 
room. 
The second, third and fourth 
floors of the Henderson Library 
should stay open past midnight 
because most people do their re- 
search after the "normal" work- 
ing day. If you can't get to the 
books, it is hard to do research. 
The Williams Center. The 
Center used to have Sarah's 
downstairs (for the younger 
crowd — it was a restaurant). 
Then it left to make way for con- 
ference rooms. Those rooms were 
transformed into the Upward 
Bound, Advisement and Career 
Services offices. Then in 
someone's infinite wisdom, these 
offices were given the same room 
numbers as offices on the second 
floor. It would have been a whole 
lot simpler if you would have 
numbered them in the 200's or 
put an "L" (for lower) in front of 
their numbers instead of chang- 
ing the Testing office, CRI and 
Student Publications numbers. 
The person who made this crappy 
decision should have to pay to for 
the changing of stationery. 
Speaking of the Williams Cen- 
ter, why does the sign out front of 
the building only list those of- 
fices on the first floor? I suppose 
some people on this campus do 
not believe we are a real part of 
this campus. 
Finally, The George-Anne is 
not the Eagle Print Shop and 
never will be. The Print Shop is 
located at the loading dock where 
the yellow bars are located. 
America: Why does it have to be a divided nation? 
Heritage. 
Today, perhaps more than any 
time before, people base much of 
their beliefs and iifestyle on what 
their heritage is. 
Is this a bad thing, certainly 
not. However, it is perhaps this 
desire to feel so strongly about 
where one's history lies that 
causes the most trouble. 
This week I watched, as many 
others did, the "police action" or 
whatever it is supposed to be 
called in Haiti. It seems that 
every day, in some part of the 
world, there are bombs explod- 
ing and people shooting other 
people. 
Most of the time religion is the 
key divider in the civil wars that 
are covered by the international 
press. 
As I turned off the television, 
I once again realized that many 
Americans have no conception of 
what it is to live in a country 
where fighter jets are bombing 
buildings in a city. 
I think most people have no 
way of knowing what it is like to 
have to live in those conditions. 
Grant it, the inner cities in 
this country are saturated with 
drug dealers and poverty and 
thus terrible crime, but it isn't 
the same. 
This country allows people a 
SECOND WIND 
CHRIS SHERWOOD 
chance to achieve what they 
want. 
The problem I think we have 
in America is the fact everyone 
wants to only associate them- 
selves with their own heritage. 
This is good, in a way. That is 
what this country is about-di- 
versity. But, when this diversity 
keeps groups apart, it is only 
destructive. 
When my father was in the 
Army, we moved a lot. I was born 
in Germany. Before my first day 
in high school, I had lived in: San 
Francisco, New York, Ann Arbor 
(Michigan), Atlanta and Taegu 
South Korea. 
In my years of moving around, 
I was exposed to many cultures 
and many different groups of 
people. 
I never understood why people 
would not want to associate with 
other people. I could go down the 
line with just people who be- 
cause of religion or heritage 
would not want to even talk to 
other group. 
Why? It is almost the twenty - 
first century and people still can't 
get along. I guess the word "tol- 
erance" must have been taken 
out of the dictionary a couple 
years ago, because people just 
don't know what the word means. 
You have people who always 
want to be referred to as African- 
Americans or Asian-Americans. 
You get my point. 
Like I said, a person's heri- 
tage is very important to them 
and should be. The problem is, 
don't we live in America. 
Aren't we, for the most part, 
all Americans. Why should the 
Americans come last. 
I believe the biggest mistake 
is that people are taking some- 
thing which doesn't belong to 
them, the terms "African" or 
"Asian." 
I was born in Germany, in a 
German hospital. Does this make 
me German-American. No. 
My parents were both Ameri- 
can citizens, so I was an Ameri- 
can. Do both your parents need 
to be Asian citizens to be Asian? 
This country is a place for di- 
verse groups to come and not 
change, but work as one. Why do 
groups insist on hating other 
groups just because of color or 
religion. I'm not saying everyone 
should be as one and just give up 
what makes them different. 
America should not be a melt- 
ing pot. Think of it as every na- 
tionality and religion blending 
together to form one solid na- 
tion, while maintaining their dif- 
ferences. 
This is not to stereotype South 
Koreans, but there were many 
who would stop and tell me why 
they thought America was such 
a great place-a land of opportu- 
nity to them. Many dreamed of 
coming here. 
It is a little ironic, when people 
in another country talk about 
the great America, while many 
here talk about the ugly America. 
I may just be optimistic, but 
that's okay because I think 
America can take all of its di- 
verse parts and work together as 
one. With the civil wars continu- 
ing in many nations, it is time 
America regained its position. 
With all these other troubles in 
the world, it is time America 
once again was looked upon as 
being the leader for all. 
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By Mark Runyon 
Staff Writer 
Since its inception two years 
ago, Volunteer Services at GSU 
has played a vital role in helping 
the community of Statesboro and 
abroad. 
Although being a relatively 
new organization, Volunteer Ser- 
vices has gained tremendous sup- 
port by students and teachers 
alike. 
"Instructors and professors 
are starting to encourage involve- 
ment in Volunteer Services by 
offering it as extra credit or in 
some cases even requiring it," 
said Victoria Futch, head of Vol- 
unteer Services. 
But it would be a great misfor- 
tune not to see what the program 
offers besides a couple of extra 
credit points and a professor's 
good graces. 
Volunteer Services allows an 
individual to gain work experi- 
ence; thus breaking the cycle of 
no experience, no work. 
"It gives you valuable work 
j ♦ 
no experience, no work. 
"It gives you valuable work 
experience that [a student] can 
actually use in the business world 
a lot better than cooking fries at 
McDonalds," Futch said. "For- 
tune 500 companies won't even 
look at anyone who has no Vol- 
unteer Services background." 
Volunteer Services has also 
been a valuable resource in es- 
tablishing networks in the busi- 
ness community and in attain- 
ing letters of reference. 
"It is a good thing for people in 
college to use as an exploration 
tool; learning through activities 
instead of paying to take the 
classes," Futch said. 
This experience has opened 
the eyes of past volunteers by 
allowing them to see certain 
unique gifts and talents surface 
that would have otherwise gone 
unrecognized. 
Volunteer Services offers work 
in almost all imaginable areas 
from positive parenting and in- 
terfacing with the elderly to that 
from positive parenting and in- 
terfacing with the elderly to that 
of numerous blood drives and 
walk a-thons. This allows stu- 
dents to get actively involved if 
only in a small way. 
One particular program, Top 
Step, which is an academic tu- 
toring system for second through 
sixth graders as well as ninth 
through twelfth graders. 
The Top Step program has 
received national acclaim by be- 
ing named by George Bush as 
the 303rd Daily Point of Light on 
Nov. 17, 1990. 
'This program helps to serve 
as aBigBrother \ BigSister-type 
organization for the youngsters," 
Futch said. 'The children form 
certain attachments to the GSU 
students in their being young 
enough where they can picture 
themselves in the student's 
place." 
Students interested in Top 
Step need attend only one meet- 
ing from the following dates: 
Tuesday, Oct. 4 from 5 to 6:30 
ing from the following dates: 
Tuesday, Oct. 4 from 5 to 6:30 
p.m.; Wednesday, Oct. 5 from 4 
to 5:30 p.m.; Thursday, Oct. 6 
from 5 to 6:30 p.m. All meetings 
take place on the ground floor of 
the Henderson Library in room 
114. 
Another program coming up 
is the Red Cross Disaster Volun- 
teer Training that is being of- 
fered free of charge to any stu- 
dent interested in participating. 
These classes show an individual 
how to help families get back on 
their feet again after a crisis. 
For additional information on 
any of the topics mentioned or 
questions concerning Volunteer 
Services, contactVictoria Futch 
at 681-0100. 
Union Productions gears 
up for exciting new year 
By Kymm Reynolds 
Staff Writer 
Finding an inexpensive fun 
thing to do on Friday night after 
a long, vigorous week at GSU 
can be a dilemma for some weary 
students. The university has pro- 
vided its students with a solu- 
tion, though. It's called Union 
Productions. 
Funded partly by the student 
activity fee, UP as it is commonly 
called, provides cheap entertain- 
ment for the student body. 
The organization is made up 
of eight committees: coffeehouse, 
concerts, films, homecoming, 
multicultural, special events and 
publicity. These committees in- 
teract together under the super- 
vision of Student Director 
Rebecca Lapham, a GSU senior. 
Lapham and the committees are 
then advised by Activity Coordi- 
nators Jodi Lane Heimerl and 
Michelle Edenfield, who work 
with the students on developing 
skills in programming and lead- 
ership. The committees meet 
once a week. 
Within the committees are 
smaller groups consisting of stu- 
dent volunteers who help decide 
what social functions UP will 
plan. According to Lapham, vol- 
unteering on the committees is a 
valuable experience and allows 
the students to voice their sug- 
gestions, and ideas about what 
performers the student body 
would enjoy seeing. 
"Student volunteers gain lead- 
ership experience, meet people 
and learn to deal with negotia- 
tions," Lapham said. 
Some of the events that UP 
has planned for the fall quarter 
are movies—which cost only $1 
with student I.D.—a disco dance 
party, reenactments of game 
shows such as "Win, Lose, or 
Draw," a mini carnival, a talent 
show, and numerous concerts. 
The Jackie Boatwright Show 
"OUR (U.P.'S) AIM 
IS TO TARGET A WIDE 
VARIETY OF STUDENTS 
AND MAKE EVERYONE 
ON CAMPUS SMILE AT 
LEAST ONCE BECAUSE 
OF AN ACTIVITY." 
— JODI LANE HEIMERL 
ACTIVITY COORDINATOR 
which is aired on Fox 28 will be 
filmed at GSU on Oct. 6 at 7 p.m. 
in the Union Ballroom. Guests 
on the show include Yama 
Brown, the daughter of James 
Brown, and two former Miss 
GSU's. 
UP will sponsor a showing of 
the cult film "Rocky Horror Pic- 
ture Show" Oct. 17 in the Ro- 
tunda. 
Students can star in their own 
fantasies at the Virtual Reality 
display on Oct. 18 in the Union 
Commons. 
UP is also in charge of Home- 
coming activities duringthe week 
of Oct. 17-22. The theme this 
year will be "Mardi Gras." There 
will be parades, a mini-carnival, 
a bonfire and a pep rally, among 
other events. 
On Oct. 20, students can crack 
jokes and find out who is actu- 
ally funny and who just thinks 
he is in the "Battle of Wits II." 
These are just a few of the 
activities UP has planned. A 
calendar with all of the activi- 
ties for fall quarter can be picked 
up at the UP office complete with 
dates and times of each event. 
"Our (U.P.'s) aim is to target a 
wide variety of students and 
make everyone on campus smile 
at least once because of an activ- 
ity," said Heimerl. 
If a student would like to get 
involved with UP, he should call 
the UP at 681-5442 or stop by 
and visit their office in room 207 
in the Russell Union. 
WE'RE NOT YOUR 
TYPICAL BUTTON-DOWN, 
PIN-STRIPE BANK 
In these fickle financial times, banks that think in the past often get 
left there. Today, the financial organizations that thrive are those with 
the foresight to anticipate change and the ability to act rapidly. As 
one of the largest and most financially aggressive banks in the coun- 
try, NationsBank is just such a financial organization. 
And you can play a highly visible leading role. With our proven 
history of keeping our fingers on the industry's pulse, you'll be 
working in a very dynamic environment with other hands-on, 
street-smart professionals. Although some may look like 
bankers, they definitely don't think like bankers, which is the 
way it should be. , 








Wednesday, October 26,1994 and 
Friday, October 28,1994 
We are an Equal Opportunity Employer 
M/F/D/V. 
NationsBank 
© NationsBank Corporation 1994 
If You're Going to Drink 
Please, Don't Drive 
ATTENTION: 
INFORMATION CLASSES ON 
THE CATHOLIC APPROACH TO BEING 
CHRISTIAN 
BEGIN OCT. 4 - NOV. 22 
7:00-9:00 p.m. 
FOR THOSE INTERESTED IN MORE 
INFORMATION OR ANY CATHOLIC WHO 
NEEDS TO RECEIVE THE SACRAMENT 
OF CONFORMATION 
THIS COURSE WILL BE OFFERED AGAIN IN 
THE WINTER QUARTER ON 
WEDNESDAYS 7-9 p.m. 
h e $ucate& <£Palate 
Opening Thursday 9/22 
Lunch 11-2:30 • Dinner 5-8 • Monday thru Friday 
Come try our new Caesar Salad, Grilled Chicken Salad, 
and Chef Salad. 
Special of the Week 
Egg Plant Parmesan 
$4.50 
Introducing Campus Pizza Office Delivery Service 
starting Sept. 26th 
Featuring our full line of individual and 14" pizzas, side 
salads, and beverages. 
Call 681-5303 
Delivery Monday thru Friday llam-2pm 
/ m 
(Educated ^Palate 
' ?. • 
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Squelching southern stereotypes H UNION J^ A 
By Ronnie Swinford ate degree from Mary Washing-    Savannah, Tybee, Athens, Au-    UD a stereotype about a region       LJ V _ ^_1 
Assistant Sports Editor 
One of the more exciting trips 
of this past summer Was taken 
by a few students and a teacher 
from GSU. 
Jonathan Lieb and a few of 
the more adventurous geogra- 
phy students found a new and 
exciting way to spend three 
weeks of the summer, by spend- 
ing the three weeks caravaning 
around the Southeast in a new 
GSU class, geography of the 
south. 
The class participants con- 
sisted of GSU and Mankato State 
(Minnesota) students. 
Both Lieb and Cynthia Miller 
of Mankato State were joint 
teachers. Miller is original ly from 
Georgia, and she graduated from 
the University of Georgia with a 
degree in geography. 
Lieb gained an undergradu- 
- 
ton College. He then went on to 
gain his masters and doctorate 
at Syracuse. 
While at Syracuse,   he met 
, , ,  
gusta, and a rushed,   but ad 
equate tour of Atlanta. The class 
got to see CNN Center, Auburn 
Avenue and the Martin Luther 
I Q 
"ONE OF THE BEST 
WAYS TO BREAKUP A 
STEREOTYPE ... IS TO 
ALLOW PEOPLE FROM 
OUTSIDE THE REGION TO 
Dr. Jonathan Lieb                M«I WMIIVC rcunc. 
Miller who was also working on 
her doctorate. 
The two doctors kept in touch 
and decided this would be a good 
class to offer in this kind of joint 
enrollment traveling situation. 
The class covered many his- 
torical places in Georgia. Some 
places visited were Statesboro, 
King Jr. Center. They also got to 
see the carpet mills of Dalton 
and the Cherokee Indian settle- 
ment at New Echota. 
The class focused on histori- 
cal, social and economical aspects 
of the South as well as a over- 
view of the people of the South. 
"One of the best ways to break- 
up
and its' people is to allow people 
from outside that region to meet 
native people and talk to them," 
Lieb said. "I am not originally 
from the South, and I had some 
pre-conceived notions about the 
region as a whole when I first 
moved here, but after living here 
for two years I have realized that 
my notions were not the way 
that the South really is, I really 
enjoy living here." 
"I think that the class helped 
to bring out a new understand- 
ing for both students from the 
South and the northern students 
as well," Lieb said. "I think that 
this is a good class because it 
forces the student to think about 
and experience the South in a 
whole new context." 
Other states visited were 
South Carolina, Alabama, Loui- 
siana and Mississippi. 
Funshops bring culture to children 
By Stacy Clemons 
Staff Writer 
The GSU Museum hosted the 
first of many family "funshops" 
for children on Sept. 24. 
The first "funshop" entitled 
"An Eye for Art," was led by 
Patricia Carter, a temporary as- 
sistant professor in art educa- 
tion. 
It looked at the work of Bruno 
Bak, a Polish immigrant who 
once taught at GSU. 
Cynthia Humphrey, the GSU 
Museum Educator and this 
week's hostess, took part in work- 
shop which consisted of faux- 
stained glass. 
She and her son used the two- 
hour gathering to show off their 
artistic sides along with approxi- 
mately 12 other families. 
"I had a very nice time at the 
workshop and I know my son 
did," Humphrey said. 
"The workshop goal was to get 
parents and their children to- 
gether to show off their own 
shaped stained glass image 
which was unique in that the 
grandson seemed to not believe 
his grandfather could do some- 
thing like this, " Humphrey 
"EVERYONE WHO ATTENDED THE WORKSHOP DID 
THEIR OWN PROJECT. PARENTS DID THEIR OWN 
AND THE CHILDREN DID THEIR OWN." 
— CYNTHIA HUMPHREY 
GSU MUSEUM EDUCATOR 
unique styles." 
Most of the groups attending 
this workshop were mothers and 
their children. However, one 
unique group was a grandfather 
and his grandson. 
'The grandfather made a star- 
added. 
The faux stained-glass (fake 
stained-glass made of plexy glass 
and tissue) ranged from geomet- 
ric designs to baseball players 
and mythological dragons. 
"Everyone who attended the 
workshop did their own project. 
Parents did their own and the 
children did their own," 
Humphrey replied. 
"There is no limit to the 
amount of people who can join 
these workshops, but we prefer 
having small groups so that ev- 
eryone will be able to converse 
with each other." 
Other "Funshops" to be held 
in the future at the Museum in- 
clude "Nature Trek" hosted by 
Humphrey on Oct. 15 and "Fun 
With Fossils" hosted by Richard 
Hulbert on May 20. 
Advance registration is essen- 
tial because spaces will begin to 
fill up quickly. 
Registration fees vary. For 
further information on future 
workshops contact Humphrey at 
681- 0147. 
Entertainment found in Cinema Arts 
By Lakiesha Fair 
Staff Writer 
The Cinema Arts Program is 
gearing up for another spectacu- 
lar season this year. 
This year's films will include 
such hits as an adaptation of 
Charles Dickens classic novel 
"Great Expectations," Kenneth 
Brannnagh's "Much Ado About 
AIDS Awareness: 
Nothing," and the Tennessee 
Williams'masterpiece "A Street- 
car Named Desire." 
The Cinema Arts Program has 
films for everyone. The films are 
usually outstanding American 
and Foreign films that will prob- 
ably never be seen on the big 
screen again. 
John Humma, director of the 
film series, is quick to point out 
that "this is probably the only 
chance people will get to see these 
films." 
Humma and Associate Direc- 
tor Tomasz Warchol try to select 
films like African and Eastern 
Europe films that are not usu- 
ally shown in Statesboro or Sa- 
vannah. 
Reality strikes again 
Many films from this series 
are used in conjunction with 
English classes and most apply 
as outside cultural events which 
are required for these classes. 
Admission to these films is $2. 
All shows start at 7 p.m. unless 
otherwise noted and are shown 
in the Russell Union Theater . 
LAYOUT SPECIALIST 
NEEDED. APPLY AT 
THE G-A OFFICE IN 
WILLIAMS CENTER 
ROOM 223. 
Editor's Note: This is the first 
of a bi-weekly series concerning 
the AIDS virus and all the con- 
troversy that surrounds it 
The summer is over and now 
it is time to return to the daily 
trials of tests and papers. Many 
of us spent the summer working 
our fingers to the bones for a 
couple hundred dollars. 
Some of us, hopefully, got 
lucky and had a chance for a real 
vacation. Well, I did have a 
chance to work my little fingers 
to the bones for a couple hundred 
dollars. But, I was not able to 
take a real vacation. I ended up 
canceling my plans in order to 
<;ttend the funeral of my darling 
Geoffry. 
. My Geoffry was an amazing 
person. He could make me smile 
aft any given moment. He had a 
pjassion for living that was so 
great anyone could see it. Actu- 
ally, his passion for life was in- 
credibly contagious. 
I can still see him leaning 
against the church railing wait- 
ing for Mass to start. Geoffry 
was a man of great faith. His 
faith in God made his last few 
days easier on a lot of people. 
My Geoffry felt all emotions 
so very deeply. Yet, he never 
once let people know how much 
he hurt. He tried to hide how 
sick he had been since January. 
He lost an incredible amount 
of weight the last few months 
before he died. He truly looked 
like a different person in the end. 
Geoffry did not let the weak- 
ness he felt stop him from doing 
AIDS, the victims are loved and 
will be remembered. 
My darling Geoffry never lived 
in shame for the 37 years of his 
life. My hope for the future is 
that people will educate them- 
selves and others so no one has to 
live in shame or has to be forgot- 
ten. 
I never thought at the ripe 
young age of 19 that I would 
have an experience as precious 
as my time with Geoffry. 
My darling Geoffry, I missyou! 
— Judith A. Cunningham 
\TATTOO$    6\ 
the thing he loved most. He was 
at the church gardening every 
time he had the chance and the 
strength. He once told me that 
because he had no control of his 
own life he would control the 
plants' lives. He really loved 
those plants. 
The reason I am sharing my 
love and memories of Geoffry is 
because I want the GSU stu- 
dents, faculty, and staff to un- 
derstand that AIDS affects ev- 
eryone. 
I have had an understanding 
of what AIDS victims and their 
family go through. But, now, I 
have more than an understand- 
ing. Now, I have an experience 
to share, so others will know that 
despite the stigma attached to 
RESTAURANT 
Snooky's 
Home Cooked Meals 
• Chicken N Dumplings • Fried Chicken 
• Country Fried Steak 
Mashed Potatoes   Green Beans        Cabbage 
Rice/Gravy Field Peas Yam Patties 
■ Fried Chicken • Shepherd's Pie 
• Smothered Steak 
Mashed Potatoes   Creamed Com 
Rice/Gravy Turnips 
Mac. & Cheese 
Green Beans 
• Baked Chicken • Pork Chops 
• Pepper Steak 
Mash. Pot/Gravy    Green Beans        Broccoli w/Cheese 
Dressing Candied Yams      Fried Okra 
• Fried Chicken • Meat Loaf 
• Country Fried Steak 
Mashed Potatoes    Green Beans        Butter Beans 
Rice/Gravy Stewed Squash     Mustard Greens 
• Baked Sea Trout • Fried Chicken 
• Beef & Potato Casserole 
Mashed Potatoes   Green Beans        Turnips 
Rice/Gravy Mac. & Cheese      Fried Squash 
Cook's Choice: 
Buffet Featuring A Variety Of 
Meats And Vegetables 
Lunch & Evening Buffet From $370 to $4J 
11 E.Kennedy St. 764-7190 Mon.-Sat. 6 am -10 pm 
PRODUCTIONS 
GEORGIA      SOUTHERN      UNIVERSITY 
• Activities 
Thursday Oct 6 
"The Jackie 
Boatwright Show" 
7pm Union Ballroom 
Tickets at information desk 
Monday Oct 10 
More Monday Night 
Tabletop Football 
Minnesota at New York 
BIG SCREEN! 
Union Commons 7:30 
Wednesday Oct 12 
v0< Homecoming 
^   King & Queen 
at the Union 10am to 6pm 
J Tuesday Oct 11 















Wednesday & Thursday 
October 5 & 6 
Once in a lifetime 
imes a motion picture 
that makes you feel 
like falling in love 
all over again, 
IrfWttOfUfFOSB 
Sunday & Monday 
October 9 & 10 
Itli IIVKI) JIIIV 
(.1111 HOW Ids 
Slirwaiidollllk'-irn-l 
iclii'felilr 
.mil -lull' In- lic.irt 
PRETTY WOMAN 
RW6-. : ifli"tt';i'.)-:;«n    <c»-1: 
Movies 
• Wednesday & Thursday 
• Sunday & Monday 
• 7:00 pm & 9:30 pm 
Union Theatre 
• $1 with GSU Student ID 





-B Office 681-5442 • Union Productions 
Landrum Box 8066 ♦ Statesboro, Ga 30460 
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Fizzled Out 
Armstrong State's volleyball team won 
game one handily but fell hard in the 
next three 
See story, page 8 
Don't Forget! 
CRI entries for flag football are due 
today at room 222. Volleyball entries 





Baseball still exists 
Believe it or not, I'm going to 
tell you something right here 
and now that will astound you. 
Sit down and take a deep 
breath (trust me on this one). 
The baseball season is not 
over. 
Now, before you all go off on 
a hartg-the-sports editor ram- 
page of letter writing, let me 
clarify what I did NOT say. I 
did not say that the major- 
league baseball season is over. 
I just said that baseball season 
is not over. 
For proof, I submit to you 
exhibit A: Friday night's action 
at J.I. Clements Stadium — 
the annual Eagle baseball 
alumni game, where many of 
GSU's former baseball stars 
showed up to put on the horse- 
hide one more time and toss 
the ball around. 
Exhibit B — Craig Cooper, 
who also played for the Mil- 
waukee Brewers, said after one 
player huffed-and-puffed from 
first to home, "My goodness, 
he's going to need an oxygen 
tent after that run." 
THESE PEOPLE ARE 
WHAT BASEBALL IS ALL 
ABOUT — A 
CAMARADERIE THAT IS 
SHARED BETWEEN 
PLAYERS AND FANS 
ALIKE. 
Exhibit C — Marty Pevey, 
the current catcher for the 
Toronto Blue Jays' AAA club, 
hit a home run to right field so 
high and far that if the trees 
protecting the nursing building 
had been saplings, the nursing 
building would have received a 
baseball-sized hole in its roof. 
Exhibit D — GSU's retired 
Head Athletic Trainer, Doc 
Smith, was there too. It was 
nice to sit down and chat with 
Doc, because I found out that 
he had been the athletic 
trainer for baseball until foot- 
ball came here in 1982 — 
which diverted most of Doc's 
attention with more injuries 
than baseball provided. But his 
affection for baseball showed in 
the rapport he had with the 
other former baseball Eagles. 
Exhibit E — California An- 
gel catching prodigy and 
former GSU rightfielder Todd 
Greene was on hand as well to 
add to the flavor of the game. 
Since Greene began his minor- 
league baseball journey last 
year, he has been named MVP 
of both leagues he played in. 
Exhibit F — PA announcer 
Dr. Todd Deal was present 
with his voice, a voice that was 
hand-crafted by God to reso- 
nate perfectly throughout the 
hallowed ground of J.I. 
Clements stadium (and the 
Herty building). 
These people are what base- 
ball is all about — a camarade- 
rie shared between players and 
fans alike. The sport of base- 
ball will live on in the minor 
leagues, college baseball, high 
school baseball, little league 
and in pick-up games. 
It may be that the fan's dis- 
enfranchisement from major- 
league baseball will allow them 
to pull back and realize how 
good they had it: they could sit 
down on their rumps and 
watch baseball on TV all day 
long. Now, they will have to go 
outside to find it. 
And that will separate the 
true fans of the game from the 
rest.     i 
Eagles hit the newsstands 
Five-page article in 'The Sporting News' portrays loss to Miami, football traditions 
By John Munford 
Sports Editor 
Regardless of whether or not 
the football Eagles ever win an- 
other I-AA National Champion- 
ship, they will always be known 
for the four championships they 
won in 1985, '86, '89 and '90. 
In much the same way, the 
Eagles will live in infamy for 
becoming the NCAA record 58th 
straight team to lose to the Uni- 
versity of Miami football team at 
the Orange Bowl, by a score of 
56-0. 
That infamy is at the heart of 
a five-page article in the Sept. 
19th edition of 'The Sporting 
News" entitled "A Dose of Real- 
ity." 
Free-lance writer Michael 
Bradley covered the GSU foot- 
ball team from its practice on the 
Thursday before the game and 
up to Head Coach Tim Stowers' 
post-game locker room chat. 
Sandwiched in-between are the 
tales of GSU football tradition: 
Beautiful Eagle Creek, the thou- 
sands of gnats that occupy 
Statesboro, and of course, no 
story about Eagle football would 
be complete without mentioning 
the coaching legend himself — 
Erk Russell. 
GSU Athletic Director David 
"Bucky" Wagner said that he was 
not totally surprised that a story 
about the Eagles appeared in a 
national sports publication. 
"GSU has been the focal point 
of I-AA football through the 
years," he said. "It used to be 
that to win the national champi- 
onship, you had to come through 
Statesboro ...but you don't make 
too many (national publications) 
when you're 0-3." 
Playing larger schools is not a 
new concept for the Eagle foot- 
ball program. They played the 
University of Florida in '86, 
Florida State University in 1988 
and 1990 and the University of 
Georgia in 1992 before playing 
the Hurricanes both last year 
and this year. 
"We play those type of schools 
for two reasons," Wagner said. 
"First and foremost, we play them 
for the enjoyment of our players 
and fans. Second, of course, is 
the financial reason. 
"We would not play them if it 
would be detrimental to our pro- 
gram or its players." 
The September 19th issue of 
the "Sporting News" that con- 
tains the article is no longer on 
sale. Anyone interested in ob- 
taining a copy should send a 
check or money order for $5 to: 
The SportingNews— Attention 
Back Issues, 1212 Lindbergh 
Blvd., St. Louis, Mo. 61312. 
VMI given rude 49-0 
welcome to Paulson 
Jason Chandler 
Quarterback Kenny Robinson (#17) gives Chris Wright(#21) a congratulatory pat on the helmet while 
slotback Marlow Warthen passes by in the foreground. Robinson and Warthen led the Eagle ground game 
with 75 and 72 yards respectively, while Wright chipped in a touchdown in the 49-0 victory. 
Weekend split puts Lady 
Eagles1 record up to 5-4 
By Aaron Solomon 
Staff Writer 
After attaining their first vic- 
tory of the season last week 
against UTC, the Eagles were 
once again at home where they 
were winless under permanent 
lighting. The Eagles were host- 
ing the VMI Keydets, a team 
that the Eagles scored 57 points 
against last year. 
This year the Eagles were 
struggling, although they have 
come together behind the play of 
freshman quarterback Kenny 
Robinson. The one question af- 
ter the UTC game was: are 
Robinson and the Eagles for real? 
The Eagles answered that 
question by defeating the 
Keydets 49-0 in a game in which 
the whole team can take credit. 
The defense held VMI scoreless, 
special teams provided a big 
score, and the offense had a solid 
running attack. 
After receiving the opening 
kick-off, the Eagles were forced 
to punt the football. The ball 
bounced off ofVMI punt-returner 
Sam Daniels, and was recovered 
by Eric Thigpen for GSU to set 
up the Eagles first touchdown. 
Robinson ran the ball in from 
five yards out to put the Eagles 
ahead 7-0. 
Then the special teams put 
the Eagles on the board. Keydet 
placekicker Geoff Goffs field goal 
attempt was blocked by Alfonza 
Harris, and Marco Bradham re- 
covered the ball and ran into the 
endzone. Bradham's score put 
the Eagles ahead 14-0. 
On VMFs first play from scrim- 
mage on their next drive, GSU 
linebackers forced running back 
Thomas Haskins to lose the 
ball, which was recovered by GSU 
cornerback Brancis Williams. 
The Keydets defense did force 
the Eagles to fumble. The draw- 
back was that the ball was recov- 
ered in the Keydet's endzone by 
GSU's Dexter Dawson for an- 
other Eagle touchdown. This in- 
creased the Eagles' lead to 21-0. 
The Eagles' next score was 
possibly their most colorful of 
the evening. Dawson ran the ball 
in for the score from 46 yards out 
on a reverse. The Eagles were in 
command, with a lead of 28-0. 
It was possibly one of those 
evenings for the Keydets. They 
almost executed some play-ac- 
tion-pass plays, and they did force 
the Eagles to fumble twice. 
"I saw a lot of positive things 
out there," said Keydets Head 
Coach Bill Stewart. "A lot of our 
younger players played well, and 
some of our older guys looked 
like they played well also." 
The second half proved to be 
all Eagles. VMFs quarterback Al 
Lester had a pass intercepted by 
linebacker Danny Britt on the 
third play of the half, and the 
Eagles managed to put three 
more touchdowns on the board 
before the contest was over. 
Robinson once again found the 
Please see WELCOME, page 8 
By Ronnie Swinford 
Assistant Sports Editor 
The GSU Lady Eagles split a 
weekend home stand to go to 5-4 
for the year. 
The Eagles started the week- 
end Friday with a thorough 
trouncing of the College of 
Charleston. The 8-1 win was a 
historical one since the eight 
goals is the most scored by the 
Eagles since the program began. 
Junior Debbie Hensley and 
sophomore Rachel Tolliver both 
scored two goals in the Charles- 
ton game. Goals were also scored 
by Ally Hood, Christina Beam, 
Angie Turner, and Tene North. 
Hensleys two goals jumped 
her total for the year to 11, which 
puts her in the top twenty in the 
nation in scoring. 
"I felt that we played well to- 
day," Hensley said after the 
game. 
The only score of the game for 
the College of Charleston was a 
breakaway goal from freshman 
TaraMajewski at the 37:04 mark 
of the first half. 
The second game of the 
homestand was not quite as good 
for the Lady Eagles. 
The University of North Caro- 
lina at Charlotte came to visit on 
a dark and dreary Sunday after- 
noon at the soccer field and hy- 
droplaned out of Statesboro with 
a 3-1 win over the Eagles. In fact 
the most entertaining part of the 
day was when Sports Informa- 
tion Assistant Sanford Rogers 
continued to get shocked each 
time he had to touch the 
scoreboard controls. 
The Eagles allowed agoal with 
12:00 left in the first half by 
freshman striker Courtney Cook. 
UNC-Charlotte scored again five 
minutes into the second half 
when defenseman Jessica Ryan 
scored with a blast from the top 
of the penalty box to give them a 
2-0 lead. 
James Hill 
Striker Christina Beam (left) and midfielder Lisa Lamb converge on a College of Charleston defender in an 
effort to get some offense going. 
Cross training provides numerous benefits for exercise programs 
By Donald Jordan 
Staff Writer 
Are you getting the results 
you want from your fitness pro- 
gram? If not, the solution maybe 
cross training. 
Cross trainingis simply imple- 
menting several fitness activi- 
ties either on the same or differ- 
ent days. By doing this, you 
reduce your risk of developing 
overuse injuries such as stress 
fractures by substituting vari- 
ous other fitness activities. For 
instance, an individual who does 
weight training only is more 
likely to develop an overuse in- 
jury than an individual who in- 
dulges in a variety of other ac- 
tivities. 
Although sticking with the 
same fitness activity will make 
you more efficient with a par- 
ticular activity, you begin to lose 
less calories over time. This is 
simply because over an extended 
time doing the same fitness ac- 
tivity, the muscles being used 
adapt and do not have to work as 
hard. 
•   * 
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Lady Pirates walk 
the plank in four 
Armstrong State 
gave GSU quite a 
scare in first game 
By John Munford 
Sports Editor 
Armstrong State's 15-7 win in 
game one Tuesday night served 
as a wake-up call for the Lady 
Eagle volleyball team. 
And they woke up rather 
quickly. 
The Lady Pirates jumped out 
to an early 3-0 lead due to vari- 
ous GSU errors and ASC eventu- 
ally got out of game one with a 
15-7 win — before the Lady 
Eagles knew what had hit them. 
"I think we finally realized 
that we all need to have our heads 
in the game all of the time," set- 
ter Jennifer McNally said. 'We 
just can't come in and think that 
we're going to win and lollipop 
the balls. We need to come in 
strong and want to win each 
game." 
GSU began the second game 
on the right foot with a 6-1 lead 
before winning 15-8 on a block 
from middle hitter Kim Woods. 
ASC had an early 4-1 lead in 
game three before the Lady 
Eagles regained total control of 
the match and rattled off 11 un- 
answered points to take a 2-1 
advantage in the match. 
The Lady Pirates came as close 
as 5-3 in the fourth game, but 
gave away the final three points 
of the match to GSU by commit- 
ting one kill error and two return 
errors. 
Three Lady Eagles reached 
double figures in kills: Alexis 
Dankulic had 14 while Jennifer 
Lett and Woods had 11 each. 
Dankulic also had 14 digs, fol- 
lowed by McNally, who contrib- 
uted 13 digs and 38 assists. 
Outside hitter Litonya Th- 
ompson said that she felt that 
the team lacked focus early on in 
the first game. 
"We knew that we could beat 
them, but we started off very 
lackadaisical," she said. "You can 
tell by our first game tonight: if 
we are not focused, we are not 
playing. 
"A lot of us realized that after 
the first loss, and it takes that 
sometimes to get us going." 
Continued from page 7 
endzone on a one yard run and 
fullback Roderick Russell scored 
on an 18-yard run for a touch- 
down. Dawson recovered another 
GSU fumble on the VMI 10-yard 
line and ran it in for the score. 
The Eagles seem to have found 
success behind Robinson. 
"I think now I feel more re- 
laxed in there, and the team as a 
whole is starting to step up," 
Robinson s;_id. 
The Eagles will have to 'step 
up' next week as they will be on 
the road at Western Carolina to 
take on the Catamounts next 
Saturday at 2 p.m. 
D     O    N    U     T   S 
Donuts and Baked Goods 
Made Fresh Everyday! 
Eat-in, Carry-out or Drive-Thru 
Monday - Friday 5:00 am - 6:00 pm 
Sat. 5:00 am -1:00 pm Sun. 7:00 am - Noon 
Phone Orders Welcome - 764-9536 
i 
455 S. Main, Hwy. 301 S. 
1 Block from GSU 
Y 
» i. • 
i 
«'     !    • 
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Jerome New 
Jennifer Lett bumps the ball to setter Jennifer McNally as Armstrong 
State's Hui Gibbs and Nicole Smith prepare for the kill attempt.. 
Lack of offense plagues 
Eagles in 2-0 loss to VT 
James Hill 
Eagle striker Dakeya Woods jockeys for position with a Virginia Tech 
defender. 
By Bart Hiter 
Staff Writer 
GSU's men's soccer team suf- 
fered another tough loss Wednes- 
day when they were defeated by 
Virginia Tech 2-0. The loss 
dropped the Eagles to 3-6-1 on 
the season. 
The game got off to a fast pace 
with both teams having several 
opportunities to score. But strong 
defense by GSU's Greg Gundrum 
and Jeff Alexander would keep 
Virginia Tech off the board. With 
time running out, it looked as if 
the teams would go into the half 
scoreless. 
But with just under 3:00 to go, 
GSU was called for a penalty 
deep in their territory. Virginia 
Tech took advantage of the pen- 
alty and a controversial place- 
ment of the ball to score and took 
a 1-0 lead into halftime. 
The Eagles came out strong in 
the second half, but could never 
put together a good enough run 
to even score. With 20 minutes 
remaining in the game, Virginia 
Tech scored again to top off the 2- 
0 victory. 
Despite the disappointing loss, 
Head Coach Tom Norton feels 
his team is playing better and he 
is optimistic going into the bulk 
of their Southern Conference 
games. 
"It's just a matter of keeping 
our heads up and continuing to 
work at it," Coach Norton said. 
The Eagles play in Jackson- 
ville today, and they will travel 
to take on conference rival Appa- 
lachian State on Friday. 
 
Main Street Billiards 
29 W. Main St. 
• Full and Bar Size Tables 
• Chili Dogs & Ice Cold Beverages 
• Coldest Beverages in Town 
• Big Screen TV 
* Monday Nite 9-Ball Tournament 
8:00 p.m. 
*Pay 1/2 price till 4 p.m. daily 
* Ladies play for free 
Saturday from 11-4 
Sickness just adds to the complications 
By Chris Sherwood 
News Editor 
Like a broken record, the GSU 
cross country teams had to once 
again battle illness and injury 
along with some tough competi- 
tion this past weekend at the 
Georgia Intercollegiate Champi- 
onships which were held in At- 
lanta. 
The men's team finished in 
fourth place, while Georgia Tech 
easily won the team title. 
GSU was led by junior Dejohn 
Drinks who covered the five mile 
course in 28:22. He was followed 
by sophomore Wade Council, 
freshmen Mike Dumas, David 
Stoker and Rodney Stoker. 
"This is one of those races 
where you need to have all the 
guys runnin' a great race," GSU 
ri'ea'td Coach Brad Simmons said. 
"WeJ'nad three of our runners get 
sicMthis week." 
Rodney Stoker, who had been 
the usual number one runner 
had hoped to finish in the top ten 
in the Division I race, but was 
slowed by a virus. 
"One of Rodney's goals was to 
try to be an All-State finisher for 
all four years, but he felt much 
better today (Sunday) and I ex- 
pect he will get back to where he 
was prior to the virus soon," 
Simmons said. "I thought Dejohn 
is coming along well considering 
his injuries from the summer 
and by the conference champi- 
onship I think he will be running 
real strong." 
The men's team has probably 
lost Gregg Hannah who will be 
having surgery sometime this 
week, according to Simmons. 
On the women's side, the Lady 
Eagles finished fourth close be- 
hind Georgia State. Georgia Tech 
took the team title over UGA. 
Freshman Melissa Burnette 
once again led the Lady Eagle 
attack. She finished in 21:02 for 
the 3.1 mile race. 
SONIC 
TURNS OCTOBERFESr INTO OITOBERFFAST! 
WITH BIGGER COMBOS & LOWER PRICES!! 
WHY PAY MORE? 
 Offers Not Girod With toy Other Cousutnt or Offers _ 
I (A) • Deluxe Sonic Burger 
• Regular French Fries 
• Regular Soft Drink 
■ Rx-Long Chili Cheese Coney 
■ Regular French Fries 
■Regular Soft Drink 
(Q • Country Fried Steak Sandwich 
•Large French.Fries 
• Urge Soft Drink 
,J)' ■ Breaded Chicken Kiel Sandwich 
• Large French Fries ( 
• Laree Soft Drink 
$2.39 
$2.89 
(E) • Super Sonic Cheeseburger 
• Large French Fries 
• Uree Soft Drink 
|F| -2 Regular Chilli Chase Coneys 
• 2 Regular French Fries 
• 2 Recular Soft Drinks 
1(G) • 2 Deluie Sonic Burgers 
• 2 Regular French Fries 
• 2 Regular Soft Drink2 
$3.59 
$4.49 
DRIVE-IN • 322 Svulh Main • DRIVE-THRU I 
^j-oute Q^nvite$ ^o: 
MINISTRY 
"Come and Experience The Difference" 
7:30pm • Room 122 • The Williams Center 
Every Monday (912) 681-6777 
CIRCLE K 




Organizational Meeting will be 
held Thursday, October 6th, 
in Room 275 of Russell Union. 
7:00 PM 
If you were a member of a Key 
Club in high school - or just want 
to affiliate with the Statesboro 
Kiwanis Club - please join us! 
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01'Announcements 
ATTENTION: The George-Anne screens 
all classified ads prior to publication. The 
newspaper strives to accept ads for 
legitimate products & services only. 
Students are urged to exercise caution 
when replying to ads, particularly those 
which ask for money or a credit card 
number in advance of delivery of products 
or services. Students are also urged to 
report to the newspaper (at 681-5418) any 
suspicious offers they might see in the 
classifieds. Remember, if an offer seems 
too good to be true, it probably is. 
EXCUSE ME! 
Are you interested in losing weight 
naturally full time, while you earn Extra 
$$$ part time? Call Reva collect at (404) 
289-6392. 
If you enjoy the Outdoors, then the 
"Outdoor Adventures" club is for you. 
Camping, hiking, canoeing, cave exploring, 
etc. Our first meeting 6:30 p.m. Rm 272 
Union. Oct. 4, 1994 
03-Autos for Sale 
For sale: Dodge Omni 1984. $600 Cash . 
Call for more info. Jennifer 681-7495. 
For sale: Toyota Tercel 1988. $2800 Cash. 
A/C, good engine. Please cal for more info. 
Sandy 871-4703 
09*Furniture & Appliances 
Dining room table, 4 chairs. 3'x5' smoked 
glass top w/ black and gold base. Great 
con. Worth $600 but will neg. 871-4782 
Dresser for sale: $40. Call 681-3857 after 
5pm. 
For sale: Couch, chair, Loveseat-$75. 
Other items. Call 489-5720 
For sale: Glass and brass dinnette w/4 
brass chairs. Rose tone cushions. Call Amy 
at 681-8270. $75. 
For sale: King size waterbed with 
waveless mattress, dark wood frame. 2 
sets of sheets. $190. Call Michelle at 
For sale: Sofa, chair, piano, Bedroom suite. 
852-5278. 
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT - Students 
Needed! Fishing Industry. Earn up to 
$3000 -$6000+ per month. Room and 
Board! Transportation! Male or Female. 
No experience necessary. Call 
(206)545-4155 ext A53941 
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING - Earn up 
to $2000+/month working on Cruise Ships 
or Land-Tour companies. World travel. 
Seaonal & Full-Time employment 
available. No experience necessary. For 
more information call 1 206-634-0468 
ext.C53941 
FUNDRAISING - Choose from 3 different 
fundraisers lasting either 3 or 7 days. No 
investment. Earn $$$ for your group plus 
personal cash bonuses for yourself. Call 
1-800-932-0528, EXT 65 
George-Anne needs dedicated feature 
writers. Come by Williams Center Rm 223 
to apply. 
Need tutor for Chemistry 172. If you can 
help call Renee at 764-7952. 
The Southern Reflector will have its 
staff mtg Thursday at 5pm in 
Williams Center 215. Anyone interested in 
working for the student magazine and 
getting paid should come by. Yearbook 
exp. Preferred but not needed. 
Wanted!! America's fastest growing travel 
company is now seeking individuals to 
promote Spring Break to Jamaica, 
Cancun, Bahamas, Florida, South Padre . 
Fantastic Free Travel and Commissions! 
Call SunSplash Tours 1-800-426-7710 
12«Lost& Found 
Lost a pentax IQ60 Auto Focus Camera at 
the rotunda on Bid day. If anyone found it 
please call Andrea 871-4166. Cash reward 
if found. 
Lost-Black and Gold Bullova watch. Lost 
at Eagles Court entrance. Reward for 
return. Call Kevin at 871-7412. 
13'Miscellaneous for Sale 
Black formal dress, size 4, worn once, $30. 
White nursing uniform , 4, worn once $25. 
White nursing shoes, size 7-71/2 worn 
once. $25. Call 681-4720 leave message. 
High quality futon for sale: converts to 
sofa, lounger, and bed. Used only one year. 
Exc. Cond. Best of accepted. Call 871-6870 
or L.B. 19155 
King-size bed w/brass headboard-$200. 
White double dresser w/mirror-$50. Brown 
dresser w/mirror-$75. Brown chest of 
drawers $50. Bedside table $35. Call Lisa 
at 842-2970 or 682-0556. 
11-Help Wanted 
SPRING BREAK 95 
AMERICA'S #1 SPRING BREAK CO. 
Cancun, Bahamas, Daytona, & 
Panama! 110% Lowest Price 
Guarantee! Organize 15 
friends and travel FREE! 
Earn highes commissions! 
(800) 32-TRAVEL! 
For sale: 1993 Mongoose alta mountain 
bike. Bar ends , chrome cranks. Hardly 
used. Best offer 681-9105. 
For sale: Dark Oak Bar, 2 piece with tile : 
Top $150 Call 764-8696. 
For sale: Recurve takedown bow. Contact 
James after 6pm on weekdays. 488-2251. 
For sale:Mountain bike, Schwinn High 
Sierra w/ quick release tires. New tires, 
gears. Breaks in good con. No dents. $100 
OBO 681-6146. 
Giant mountain bike for sale: 21 spd, 
shimano comp., great for riding trails for 
getting around. $250. 489-6011. 
Haro 21 spd. Mountain bike. Shimano 
Deore XT. Comp., mint cond. $375, 






10 Trendy people 
14 Woe Is me 
15 Inventor Howe 
16 Director Kazan 
17 Sherman  
18 Columbus find 
20 Social worker 
21 Cadavers 
22 Dad's sisters 
23 Squirrel's quest 
25 Slugger's quest:Ab- 
brev. 
27 Insist on 




35 Actress Arden 
36 Italian currency 
37 Dietary essential 
38 Use car guarantee 
39 Pugilist Muhammad 
40 Sweethearts 
41 Facade 
42 Columbus backer 
44 Deceits 
45 Bros., e.g. 
46 Actress Jane 
47 Remained seatless 
50 Secure 
51 Vietnamese New Year 
54 Western -.Colum- 
bus quest 
57 Columbus ship 
58 Mr. Hershiser 
59 Linoleum installer 
60 French black 




1 Ms. Harl 
2 Mr. Alda 
3 Columbus ship 
By Cerry Frey 
1 2 3 4 1 
5 6 7 S 
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4 Disapproving sound 
5 Paraphrase 
6 New York city 
7 Young lady 
8 Singer Benatar 
9 Supplemental Sec. Inc 
10 Mythological gorgon 
11 Actress Lena 
12 Calorie counting binge 
13 Back talk 
19 Gullible 
21 Forbidding contraction 
24 Lawyer's work unit 








34 Small containers 
37 Tumbled 
38 Dry 
40 Property documents 
41 Sum of money 
43 Cooks on a grill 
44 Doomed ones 
46 Discharges a gun 
47 Store 
48 Actress Garr 
49 Prophetic sign 
50 Actor Lugosi 
52 Oklahoma city 
53 Nina's crew 
55 School org. 
56 Herman 
57 Vane Initials 
©  1994 All rights reserved GFR Associates 
P.O. Box 461, SdienecUdy, NY 12301 
Quotable Quote 
"Americans are people who 
laugh at African witch doctors 
and spend 100 million dollars 
on fake reducing systems." 
L.L. Levinson 
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Lotus and Windows software inc. Never 
been used. $1400. Plus, used Army 
uniforms and equip. For various prices 
871-4382 Travis and Robbie 
Macintosh Classic Computer with 
programs for sale. Call Cindy at 681-3073 
for more info. 
Mountain bike for sale: Great cond. $150 
OBO. 871-3059, ask for Jennifer. 
Mtn bike for sale: Trek 830 $200 OBO 
Must sell quick. Call Jason 871-5283 
Red Giant bicyle. Brand new. Will include 
bike carrier for your car and a u-lock. 
$300. 871-4782 
Sale: 3 mt. Bikes. 18 Schwinn, many 
extras. $250. 18 Trek 6000, aluminum. 
$350. 18 Trek 850, front suspension $325. 
Also DELL computer, IBM compatible . 2 
drives, color, modern. L.B. 11198 
Scuba Gear for sale: regulator mask, 
snorkel, fins, be, wet suit, boots, gloves-all 
size large. $1000 for all or sell separately. 
Call 764-7636. 
Super Nintendo for sale w/ 5 games and 2 
control pads. Games include 5F2 hyper, 
Madden '94, Baseball and Basketball 
$200/OBO Graham 871-4504 
SURFBOARD FOR SALE: 6'5" squashtail 
thruster. Shaped in North Carolina by 
Mike Beveridge himself. Discover epic 
Tybee. Free surfing lessons. $100 OBO 
Frank 871-7030 
Used color T.V.'s $75 and up. Also repair 
for color TV's and VCR's Floyd Johnston. 
Eagle furniture Co. 764-7919. 
15'Musical 
For sale: Fender hollow body electric 
quitar. All original parts, for collect or 
good playing quitar. $450 firm. Mike 
19«Rentals& Real Estate 
NICE REASONABLE RENTALS 
764-5003 Walker Enterprise 
20'Roommates 
1 College Roommate needed for 94-95 year 
at Stadium Place Apt. Fully furnished. 
Share Bdr & Bath. $160/mon. + share of 
util. $160 deposit required. Call Valeria 
871-4798. 
1 female roommate needed to take over 
lease in Player's Club Apts for winter, 
spring, and summer. Own bdrm, 1/4 util., 
no deposit, $210/mon. Call Stacy or Kim 
871-3147 
1 Female roommate starting winter 
quarter. Rent only $116.77/ +1/3 util. No 
water bill. Call Susan or Amy at 842-9740 
2 bdrm/ 2 bth apt. For rent. Appliances 
furnished. Eagles court. 489-3312. 
Black female roommate needed to share 1 
bdrm and bath. Must be clean + neat. 
$132/mon. + 1/2 util. Eagle Walk #31. For 
more info. Call Niecy 681-9817 
Male roommate needed now! Have your 
own room and enjoy many extras for 
$225/mon + 1/4 util. Call 681-9187. 
Room for rent: $200/mon + 1/4 util. Huge 
house on Zetty. All wood floors. Very 
spacious W/D, dishwasher. Call 681-4415. 
Ask for Megyn. Cool roommates. 
Roommate needed ASAP. $150 deposit, 
$222.50/Mon. Rent +1/2 util. Private 
bdrm, w/d. Call 871-7216 
Roommate needed ASAP: Own room, Own 
bath, close to campus, plenty of space, 
$175/mon + 1/2 util. Must be non-smoker 
+ not a slob. Call 871-7348. 
Roommate needed. Private bdrm, share 
bath. Partially furnished with w/d. Only 
$200/mon. Contact Beth 871-4438. 
Roommate needed. Rent neg. Private 
room. W/D and cable. Annette 488-2273. 
Leave message. Transportation a must. 
Roommate needed: Georgia villas. 
681-6766. Contact either Valarie or 
Regina. Rent for $141. Female preferred 
ASAP. 
Roommate needed: Georgia Villas. Need 
immediately! Fully furnished, W/D. 
Shared room and bathroom. Rent $135. 
Contact Valarie or Regina 681-6766. 
Roommate wanted:Female to share. 2brm 
apt. With W/D, DW, close to campus. 
$250/mon util. Included. Furnished. 
764-3553. 
21'Services 
Business student needs work. Hard 
worker, very neg. Will volunteer service 
for one day in order to prove myself. 
871-4782 
GEOLOGY TUTOR-over 2 yrs exp. 
Guaranteed to help. $9.00/hour lperson- 
$15.00/hour 2 people, etc. Contact Danielle 
489-4459. 
If you need your apartment cleaned call 
Ms. Miller 489-5720. $20 and up. 
K-n-F Productions presents the ultimate 
DJ service. Spinning the latest dance, 
hip-hop, reggae music. Available for all 
occasions. 871-3007 . Frank or Jamie. 
Typing- Professional typing by Peggie 
Smith, secretary in History Department. 
Please call at 681-6520 leav message. 
Resumes, lesson plans, books, theses, 
papers, applications, etc. 
23'Stereo & Sound 
For sale: 2 new Rockford 10" punch 
woofers 175 odo. + 2 new Rockford 
tweeters 85 odo. Call 871-5033 
For sale: Sony home stereo system; Rossi 
italian racing bike 12 spd, custom built 
golf clubs. Steel or graphite. Great prices! 
Scott 764-2221 
Home Stereo speakers for sale: Cerwin 
vega AT-10, exc. Shape w/incredible 




Allison, I am sorry about spilling that cup 
of beer on you Tues. Night. Next time I 
will be more careful. Speedy 
Dork! You ain't cool, yet. Let me paint 
your house/apt. I paint all kinds of cool 
stuffs. Big small I do it all only Cool Stuff. 
17«Pets& Supplies 
Aquarium 30 gal. Complete set-up, fish 
inc. $120 OBO. For more info. Call Kevin 
at 681-8612. 
Colombian Redtail snake w/ large hand 
made cage, heat rock, heat pad, lamp, 
shelter, bedding. Crawl stick. $300. Will 
neg. Around $200. Andy 681-8193. 
For sale: Ferret, cage, supplies. $100 Call 
871-5203 after 5:30.  
Rottweiler puppy for sale: 3 months old. 
No papers. $150/OBO Call 489-2916. Ask 
for Charles. 
DIST. 3Y ONION FEATURES 
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Student   Programs 
OBER ACTIVITIES 
SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY                       WEDNESDAY                    THURSDAY                         FRIDAY                           SATURDAY 
• FOOTBALL: Eagles 




• MOVIE: Naked Gun 33 • MOVIE: Naked Gun 33 • CINEMA ARTS: Like • MOVIE: War of the • Catch The George-Anne • ART EXHIBIT: GSU • FOOTBALL: Eagles at 
113 7:30 & 9:30pm, 113,7:30 & 9:30pm, Water for Chocolate, Roses. 7:30 & 9:30pm, today! Faculty Show, 7-9pm, 
Western Carolina, 2pm 
Russell Union Theatre Russell Union Theatre 7pm. Union Theater 
• Minority Advisement 
Program Social, 5pm, 
Union 
• LECTURE: E. 
Alvarado & J. 
Caraballo. 2-l()pm, 
Southern Center 
• Catch The George-Anne 
today! 
Russell Union Theatre • MOVIE: War of the 
Roses. 7:30 & 9:30pm, 
Russell Union Theatre 
• VARIETY: The Jackie, 
Boatright Show, 7pm, 
Union Ballroom 
Gallery 303 (through 
Oct. 28) 
• MOVIE: Samba 
Tniore, African 
American Film Series, 
6pm, Union Theater 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
• MOVIE: Pretty Woman, • Columbus Day (Ob- • Homecoming King & • Homecoming King & • MUSIC: Faculty • VISITATION DAY 
7:30 & 9:30pm, Russell served) Queen Voting, 10am- Queen Voting, 10am- Showcase Recital. 8pm, • FOOTBALL: Eagles 
Union Theatre • MOVIE: Pretty Woman, 6pm, Lakeside Cafe 6pm, Union Foy Recital Hall vs. Appalachian State, 
7:30 & 9:30pm, Russell • Disco Dance Party, 8- • MOVIE: City Slickers • Win, Lose or Draw - 7pm, Paulson Stadium 
Union Theatre 11:59pm, Union II. 7:30 & 9:30pm, Live! Noon, Union 
• NFL Football Party Ballroom Russell Union Theatre Commons 
Night, 7:30pm, Union • CINEMA ARTS: Days • LECTURE: "General • Catch The George-Anne 
Commons of Heaven, 7pm, Union 
Theater 
• Catch The George- 
Anne today! 
Sherman," 7pm, Union 
Room 270 
today! 
• MOVIE: City Slickers 
II, 7:30 & 9:30pm. 
Russell Union Theatre 
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
• MOVIE: Beverly Hills • HOMECOMING: Mini- • HOMECOMING: • HOMECOMING: King • HOMECOMING: • HOMECOMING: Blue • HOMECOMING: 
Cop 3.7:30 & 9:30pm, Carnival & Banner Virtual Reality, 11am- & Queen Voting, Battle of Wits 11,11am- & Gold Spirit Day Parade, 10am, on 
Russell Union Theatre Contest, noon-5pm. 5pm, Union Commons 10am-6pm, Union 1pm, Union Commons (Show Your Colors) campus 
Sweetheart Circle • TALENT SHOW: • Doo-Dah Contest, 5pm, • Spirit Games, 3pm, • FOOTBALL: Eagles 
* MOVIE: Rocky Horror 7:30pm. Williams Ctr. Rotunda Sweetheart Circle vs. East Tennessee 
Picture Show, 9pm, • CINEMA ARTS: The • Bonfire & Pep Rally, • LECTURE: "Diversity State, 3:30pm, Paulson 
Rotunda Seventh Seal, 7pm, 8:30pm, Paulson Is Us, Too," 7pm, Stadium 
• MOVIE: Beverly Hills Union Theater Parking Lot Southern Center 
Cop 3,7:30 & 9:30pm, • Catch The George- • Catch The George- 
Russell Union Theatre Anne today! Anne today! 
• DRAMA: Camp Logan, 
Spm, Union 
16 17 18 19 20 21 22 
• MOVIE: Creepshow, • United Nations Day • COMEDY: Patrick • MOVIE: Candyman, • Catch The George-Anne 
7:30 & 9:30pm, Russell * Diversity Week Murray & Maltida, 7:30 & 9:30pm, Russell today! 
Union Theatre (through Oct. 28) 
• LECTURE: "New Look 
A Reading in Schools," 
2pm & 6:30pm, Carroll 
Room 22 
• MOVIE: Creepshow, 
7:30 & 9:30pm, Russell 
Union Theatre 
• NFL Football Party 
Night, 7:30pm, Union 
Spm, Union Ballroom 
• Catch The George- 
Anne today! 
Union Theatre • MOVIE: Candyman, 
7:30 & 9:30pm, Russell 
Union Theatre 
• MUSCI: Faculty 
Recital, 8pm, Foy 
Recital Hall 
- «. 
23 24 25 26 27 28 29 
• MOVIE: Wolf, 7:3(1 & • HALLOWEEN 
9:30pm, Russell Union 
Theatre 
• MOVIE: Wolf, 7:30 & 
9:30pm, Russell Union 
"Teamwork means that our Saturn family of 
Theatre 
• Last day to withdraw owners are the most satisfied and enthusiastic 
from class without 
academic penalty in the world." 
-Don Hickman- 
30 31 
General manager, Saturn of Tuscon 
fM 
Brought to you by 
SATURN of Savannah 
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